Super Thin SVGA is Ideal for Tight Fitting Spaces

The super thin SVGA series offers comparable performance of standard size SVGA assemblies in a much more compact size. Not only is the cable diameter greatly reduced but the depth of the HD15 backshell is also much more shallow than the backshells found on most SVGA assemblies. This results in a SVGA assembly that can be used in tight confines where a standard size SVGA assembly would be difficult if not impossible to use.

An additional feature of this series is reversible hardware allowing either panel mount using standoffs or traditional thumbscrews. The combined results of these features is a product series that is both compact and versatile. These features can be utilized to solve many difficult installation problems without sacrificing performance.

The super thin small profile construction is also utilized on our SVGA with disconnect series and our low profile KVM cable.

Tip: Ultra Flexible

Reversible Hardware
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